Painting+Drawing
BFA
Portfolio Review
[to be accepted into the BFA Studio Degree track]
Portfolio must be set up in Studio 507 or 508 by 11:30am on
Friday, October 20th
Pick up your portfolio after 3:00pm on that same day.

Each student portfolio must consist of:
- **10** fully developed works of art (Note: these artworks do not have to be paintings or drawings; they can be of any media or mode – video, installation, 3D, digital, etc.)
- **3-5** of the works must be physically present, the remainder, plus others that you would like us to consider, should be burned to a clearly labeled CD, DVD or Flash Drive in a folder labeled [Your last name _ BFA Review]. Images must be in PDF or jpg format no larger than 5MB per image readable in Mac OSX.

Also include:
- Your artist statement [one-page or less] PRINTED
- A copy of your current DARS with all details PRINTED
- An admission to major form [available in the main office Seigfred]
- Please label each artwork clearly – title, medium, method, class is was created in

Other Requirements:
- In addition to foundation courses, you must have completed or be enrolled in two or more ART 2000 level studio courses prior to applying for the major.
- You also must have a 3.0 GPA average or above overall in your studio courses and a minimum of 2.75 cumulative GPA otherwise.

Questions about any of this? Talk to your professor or email sabraw@ohio.edu